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S¢rensen was forced to make the following approximations: (1) The pairing modes are treated by the Tamm-Dancoff approximation, while the p-h phonons are described in terms of the RP A. (2) When evaluating the coupling, the ground-state correlations are completely neglected. It is the purpose of this letter to treat the coupling between excitation modes within the framework of the new Tamm-Dancoff approximation.
Here, we consider the pairing and l-pole p-h correlations and adopt the model Hamiltonian with the pairing plus Y.~· Y.~ interaction. Let us set up the following 2p-2h modes as two types of excitation modes in order to avoid the double-counting of the ground-state correlations:
where a+ (a) and b+ (b) denote the particle and hole creation (annihilation) operators respectively. In the first step, the coupling terms in the linearized equations of motion for 
E, and E,. repJ,"esent the energies of pa~ticle anQ. hole levels, and 100) denotes ·the correlated ground state for both the Xm + anc;l Q,. + modes.
For simplicity, the following approximations' are done.. Firstly, we confine ourselves to only two modes X 1 + and Q1 + which has the lowest energies in each physical solution. Secondly, we use the quantities of usual RPA solutions for 2p; 2h and 1p-lh modes in evaluating! the deviations of eigenenergy w1 and !J1 from those of usual RP A modes and the coupling V1 1 • The difference of W1 from the sum of energies of 2p and 2h modes is caused by the contribution of a part of the ,!;-pole p-h correlation. The difference of !J1 from the two-phonon energy is due to the effect of Pauli-principle among particles or holes belonging to different phonons and to the effect that Ql + does not contain the particle pair and hole pair with, zeroangular momentum.
It is interesting to apply the method to the lowest two 0+ states in 208 Pb . which can be, regarded as· a system having the pairing plus Y 8 • Y8 interacti~n. With the same single-particle s energies of ·Ref. 5) , one obtains that w1 is almost equal' to the sum of energies of 2p and 'ih modes, the correction energies due to the above,mentioned two effects in !J1 ar¢.400 and 130 ke v respectively and the co~pling vll. is 140 keV.
From the resultant energies which are summa:rized in Fig. 1 , it may be said that the lowest two o+ States in. we approximate wl and .!ai to the energies given by usual RPA equations, the ratio becomes 20%. Therefore we should carefully deal with not only the coupling but also the effects in diagonal matrix elements. The author is greatly indebted to Prof. T., Marumori for fruitful discussions and encouragement.
